
 

 

 

TLC Class with Michael Hosaluk, Day 2, 

April 18,  2011:  “Surface Design and Decoration” 

Text and Photographs by Tina Collison 

 

Have you ever started taking notes at a demonstration only to wish you’d 

brought your video camera along because you couldn’t keep up with all the 

information?  Well that was me on day two of the TLC class with Mike 

Hosaluk.  I thought I would hear a recap of familiar methods for surface design 

and decoration on wood, but I was in for a surprise!  Besides demonstrating 

methods of removing wood to create texture and applying color or foil, Mike 

also enhances surfaces by adding a medium for texture. 

 

One great example was learning to create the “thorns” Mike used 

on his black sculpture.  He mixed molding paste with gel gloss 

and black paint and applied dots with pointed ends.  (Detailed list 

of supplies discussed below) He circulated a sample block so we 

could each apply dots.  Most made dots, one wrote his name in 

dots, but I made squiggles, lines and outlines on that sample block and then discovered some innovative 

ways to paint them. 

   

We had a beautiful spring day and could spend most of our time outside 

on the covered porch of the Ox Creek Community Center in round table 

discussions of surface design and various decoration methods.  Even with 

ten people in the class, Mike was always enthusiastic and instructive, 

challenging us to try new techniques and guiding with a personal touch.  

Each piece created that day was unique and new for the participant.         

Mike Hosaluk said it best in his 2002 book Scratching the Surface, “…As 

wood artists, we add life to our work – sometimes gently, other times controversially.  In the end, it is not 

only the soul of the tree that reaches out to the viewer, but the soul of the 

artist as well.”  Mike grew up in an environment where his “imagination 

could run rampant” and this is evidenced by his colorful teapots, cactus 

chairs, and bowls of unusual fruit.  He told us that he thinks his future is 

to “contrast concentric shapes.” We can’t wait to see what happens.   

Thanks to CMW for supporting the Turning Learning Center (TLC) and 

bringing this talented artist to Asheville.      

 

APPENDIX:  Michael Hosaluk’s surface design products: 
Rasps, hones, steel sandpaper “sandvik”, pfeil shapers (paint wood black-

file through paint to make design), use the grain of the wood for 

direction in carving shapes, propane torch exterior-brush with wire 

brush-wax to finish, texture in against the grain, flat grain bends the 

best, burns design (uses Burnmaster “Hawk”), graphite pencils, and 

rotary chisels. 

Gesso primer-always uses a primer before coloring; add texture or add 

color and paint; comes in black and white.   

Golden Paints: transparent airbrush (lets grain show through paint), 

fluid acrylics (flow drop test 1 drip/second is good), heavy body 

acrylics (good for texture), open acrylics (longer set time).   



 

 

Golden Mediums for Texture:  Molding paste 

(contains marble dust-dries hard-carve while 

wet-dries white), Gel Gloss (dries clear and 

rubbery), GAC 200 (dries hard and transparent-

good for layering colors).  Mike also uses the gel 

gloss to transfer copies of designs onto wood.    

 Milk Paint: mix 1:1 with water, can add up to 

25% acrylics to adjust color. 

 

 

 
 

Richard, Charles, Mike, Paul, John, Tina, Alan, Bud, Chris, Tucker, Don. 

 


